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STURDY TRAINING GOAL
PROTECTOR -EASYTEC-

SKU: 30017-1E-GB

7.32 x 2.44 m
Projection 1.50 m
Color: natural aluminum
Safety net hooks

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DURABLE AND STURDY TRAINING GOAL

The goal net of the training goal is mounted to the goal frame via very flat designed safety
net hooks made of plastic. These can be attached quickly and easily in the aluminum
profile, so that the net has a firm hold in the goal. The net is also mounted to the ground
frame via eyelets that are already welded on, as well as via a rod system (not included).

Extremely robust training goal PROTECTOR in size 7.32 x 2.44 m. The goal is supplied
with net hoops. This results in an upper projection of 0.80 m and a lower projection of 1.50
m. The training goal is made of aluminum and comes in natural aluminum color.

The goal frame is made of an oval profile 100 x 120 mm. The profile of the ground frame,
on the other hand, is square (80 x 80 mm). This profile has rounded edges for the safety
of athletes. The overall construction of the training gate is robust and durable. This is
mainly achieved by the fact that the goal is fully welded. The welded corner connectors
additionally ensure high stability and durability.
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Counterweight integrated in the ground frame

The robust training goal with net hooks is already secured against tipping ex works. The
counterweight is integrated in the ground frame, so that no further anti-tilt device needs to
be attached. For flexible use, it also has two special wheels (foamed air wheels), which
have extremely good running characteristics. The training goal -easytec- is movable
according to the width.

The training goal complies with the applicable safety regulations as well as FIFA and DFB
(German Football Association) requirements. It is manufactured in Germany in
accordance with DIN standard 748 and also has a TÜV certificate (TÜV - German
Association for Technical Inspection).

Note: The pole system for net mounting on the ground frame as well as the goal net can
be purchased separately.

Training goal and sports equipment directly from the manufacturer

At artec® Sportgeräte you get everything your soccer heart desires. We attach great
importance to the quality and durability of our goals and sports equipment. artec® also
offers a wide range of different goals: Whether training goals, soccer goals for
competition, youth goals or even recreational goals and mini goals. Our product range
leaves nothing to be desired! Simply select the suitable soccer goal in the webshop and let
us convince you of the quality! You are also welcome to find out more about the technical
details of the goals for training.
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal Size 7.32 x 2.44 m

Model Fully Welded

Goal projection top 80 cm

Goal projection bottom 150 cm

Goal frame profile Oval profile 100 x 120 mm

Ground Frame Profile Square Profile 80 x 80 mm

Anti-tipping With Tip Safety

Drivability Mobile according to width

Product Line easytec

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Certification Mark TÜV tested

Goal net suspension Safety net hooks

Type of Weights Weights in Ground Frame

Hinweis Lieferumfang 388


